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Report on Seedy Sunday held on 8 February 2015 
Our thanks go to Kaye Healey of Eden Farm, Exeter, for hosting our Seedy Sunday on 3 May. Kaye’s 
farm, developed using permaculture principles is very impressive and a credit to Kaye’s hard work 
and dedication. Unfortunately it was a wet unpleasant day, but we were comfortable and warm 
inside. Jill Cockram spoke about the history of the Seed Saving Network and the importance of seed 
saving, then everybody introduced themselves and gave a potted history of their journey, and new 
members, Lynne Derwin, Patrika Sheehan, Charlie Bamford and Mevagh Clarke were welcomed to 
the group. 

Between showers we had a quick tour of the property before coming back inside for the usual 
delicious pot luck lunch and removing to the shed to process seed before heading off home. 

Will someone out there volunteer to write a brief report on our next Seedy Sunday on 26 July? 

 

 

 

Dates for your diary 
2015/2016 

SUNDAY 26 July 10:00-2:00 [Seedy 
Sunday] – Bundanoon 

Please RSVP by 21 July to: 
john.urquhart7@bigpond.com 

SUNDAY 25 October [SS] –TBA 

Thursday 3 December [MM] 

SUNDAY 7 February 2016 [SS] (to be 
confirmed) 

Thursday 7 April 2016 [MM] (to be 
confirmed) 

This space reserved for other dates of 

interest. 

 If you know of an upcoming event of 

interest to seed savers etc. please let 

us know. 

Purpose of our local seed network 

x Source and maintain seed of 
heirloom food crops for future 
generations 

x Acclimatise seed for successful 
cropping in our cool climate 

x Encourage organic food growing & 
seed saving in local backyards  

x Increase awareness about & local 
solutions for sustainability issues   

x Share our seed resources within the 
group & community 

Topics for future newsletters 
Isolation Methods for Keeping Seeds Pure 

Seed saving to maximize biodiversity and genetic suitability 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Starting and transplanting frost-tender annuals - by Jill 
To ensure that all the work you put into sowing, watering and looking after the plant that produces 
the seed for next year’s crop is not in vain, care in planting is vital. 

At the end of August it will officially be Spring, but don’t be fooled!  We are likely to have more frosts 
before it is safe to plant out many tender seedling varieties.   Much of this article will be dedicated to 
methods used to raise seedlings early in cool temperate zones like ours.  But before we go there, 
here are some tips about when to plant other food crops despite the threat of frosts. 

x Berries of all types (apart from cape gooseberries which belong to the solanum family) 
x Asparagus crowns in a fertile trench (asparagus seeds can be raised under glass) 
x Slips from established globe artichokes can be taken & planted in a new spot 
x Tubers like Jerusalem artichokes & yacon.   Potatoes can be planted in August in 20cm deep 

trenches or under 50cms lucerne hay on top of the ground (makes a new bed with no sweat) 
x Bare-rooted fruit trees are cheap to buy now and plant immediately. 

Attached to this newsletter is the Permaculture Southern Highlands Annual Seed Planting Guide 
which was developed by ‘Permie’ Ralph Long from local knowledge back in the 1990’s.  It is set out in 
seasons so you can see what to plant, month-by-month.  The list of Winter crops for seed sowing is 
quite brief, but you will notice that there is quite an extensive Spring list of seeds that can be raised 
from the month of September onwards.  These can be sown either in punnets (for future 
transplanting into beds) or directly into a nursery bed (for later transplantation) or directly into a 
compost-rich bed where they will grow on to maturity.  DON’T FORGET TO LABEL YOUR SEEDLINGS 
AT EVERY TURN! 

If you are sowing into punnets, unless experienced in making your own, it is best to purchase a good 
quality seed-raising mix which is quite a different texture to potting mix and has everything a seed 
needs to get started.  The depth to plant the seed is related to the size of the seed – fine seed like 
cabbage or lettuce will have a fine layer of seed-raising mix sifted over the top and pressed down, but 
larger seeds like pumpkins or corn should be covered by 1 to 2 cms of seed mix.  Large seeds like 
peas, beans and corn are mostly planted directly into the ground where they are to grow on to 
maturity.  Pumpkins, squash, zucchinis and cucumbers are also often direct-planted into richly 
composted mounds in mid-October rather than started in punnets, unless you want to grow some in 
small pots to share with friends.  Carrots should always be sown directly into the garden soil, pressed 

Seedy Sunday [SS] 26 July 2015, 10:00am - 2:00pm 

Host: David Gunn, Bundanoon 
As places are very limited, please RSVP to Chris Ann at john.urquhart7@bigpond.com before 21 
July so that directions can be sent to you. 

Please bring food to share for lunch, & if possible, your own chair and eating/drinking  utensils. 
Cost: a gold coin donation for tea & coffee and membership subscriptions of $5 if you haven’t 
already paid them. 

Seed for spring planting [beans, tomatoes, cucurbits, corn etc.] will be available for sharing along 
with advice on starting tender annuals under cover to extend the growing season.  

Seed saved from last season will also be processed and/or accepted for inclusion in seed bank & 
database. 



 

 

down firmly to make good contact with the soil & kept moist until the green tops appear – 
shadecloth or hessian can be laid over the carrot seed rows and watered gently daily till the carrots 
sprout.  Carrot seeds need to be quite fresh. 

Once you have planted your seeds into punnets & watered gently with a spray bottle, you need to 
put them in a protected, sunny spot where they should be watered regularly with seasol or a weak 
solution of liquid fertilizer like fish emulsion.  If they dry out for any length of time, they can turn up 
their toes and you have lost both seed and time.  If the weather suddenly turns warm you can lay 
some shadecloth over the punnets to protect them from direct sunlight. 

The Spring list has an added category of seeds to propagate under glass, denoted by an asterisk.  
These are frost-sensitive so need to go into a hothouse/hotbox or cold frame to give them an early 
start and a longer ripening season (see following).  Species like tomatoes and other solanums 
(eggplant, capsicum and chillies) and cucurbits like cucumber, zucchini, pumpkin and other squash 
are examples of these frost sensitive species.   

Using Hotbeds and Coldframes   

Paraphrased from http://extension.missouri.edu/p/g6965  

A coldframe is a protected plant bed which has no artificial heat added. The temperature difference between 
the inside and outside of the frame is generally not more than 3 to 6 degrees. A mat or blanket may be placed 
over the frame on cold nights to conserve heat, but this increases temperature by only a few degrees.   
Basically, the coldframe is a rectangular box with the back higher than the front, covered with a transparent 
roof. The size and complexity varies according to your needs. Note:  Remember, whatever the size, the slope 
from back to front should be 2.5cms per 30cms.  Often scrap timber and old window sashes may be used, 
thereby reducing costs and recycling useful materials. 

A coldframe is used to provide shelter for tender perennials, to "harden off" seedling plants or to start cold-
sensitive plants such as tomatoes, capsicum, eggplants, etc earlier than they can be started in open soil. It may 
also be used to overwinter summer-rooted cuttings of woody plants like rosemary, sage, fuschias etc. 
Coldframes can be made from timber if they need to be portable (eg placed over seeds planted in a nursery 
bed) or from, bricks, masonry blocks, concrete or glass bottles for thermal mass.  In the coldframe, little 
temperature control is possible. Covering the glass with old blankets or straw on exceptionally cold nights or  
careful daytime ventilation are the main methods for heat conservation and control. 

Note: This coldframe diagram is made for northern hemisphere growers so you need to swap the words “north” 
and “south” to the opposite walls of the cold frame as our northern aspect is the sunniest and warmest in late 
winter & early spring. 

 

 

 

 

 

A hotbed basically is a heated coldframe. In many ways it is a miniature greenhouse and is a means for either 
extending the growing season or used to give an early start to warm-season vegetables such as tomato, 
pepper , zucchini, capsicum or melon in late winter/early spring. It may also be used to root cuttings of some 
woody plants like gooseberries, currants, grapes and lemon verbena etc.  This example is built to be placed 
within a large, fresh pile of cow or horse manure to provide the underheat as it decomposes to start seeds and 
cuttings off earlier than in the ground or even in a cold frame.  I personally have used a glass-lidded old 
polystyrene box (filled with seedraising mix & planted with frost-tender seed) placed top of a recently made 



 

 

hot compost pile to good effect.  Temporary hotbeds have been made by simply placing the board frames on 
top of a flat pile of manure 1.5m wide and 60cms deep. Additional manure is banked around the sides of the 
frame for insulation and heat retention.  They can also be heated electrically (commercial heat pad) if the “old 
style” manure pile doesn’t appeal. Regardless of the method of heating or type of construction used, the 
hotbed or coldframe must be regularly checked for proper temperature control, ventilation and watering. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hotbeds and coldframes should have a northerly aspect to receive the maximum amount of sunlight and have 
protection from the wind (especially from the south and west) via bales of hay/straw, a solid wall/fence or 
evergreen hedge.   The site should have good natural drainage so there will not be excess moisture beneath 
the bed.  Good drainage can be provided using a thick layer of coarse gravel.  In most cases it is more 
convenient to sow seeds in clean trays or punnets, which are then placed in the hotbed. In this case, the soil 
layer (see diagram above) is not essential and the trays or punnets may be placed on the sand directly above 
manure/heating coils.  Locate hotbed/coldframe near the house for frequent attention.  

A soil temperature in the hotbed between 25°C and 27°C is ideal for planting most seeds. Crops requiring 
higher growing temperatures include tomato, pepper, eggplant, sweet potato, muskmelon, watermelon, 
squash and cucumber, as well as many annual garden flowers.  In the manure-heated bed, seeds may be sown 
while the soil is slightly warmer, but once seedlings appear, good ventilation is necessary to keep the seedlings 
from becoming leggy and weak if temperatures inside the frame are still high.  Lifting the lid slightly during the 
daytime can achieve this.  Check soil moisture levels regularly. 

After seeds have germinated and developed their first true leaves, a light addition of liquid fertilizer should be 
made. This should be repeated at about two-week intervals while the plants are in the frame.  Plants started in 
a hotbed should be "hardened off" before they are moved into the garden. A coldframe can an ideal place to 
accomplish this.  Gradually the length of time and amount the glass lid is opened are extended until the lid is 
removed fully. 

Have your garden bed ready to go for transplanting about three weeks after planting seeds or when seedlings 
have at least developed their second set of true leaves.  If you have started your frost-sensitive seedlings very 
early (late winter) they might take longer to sprout and you will have to remove them from the 
hotbox/coldframe a little later than this, but before they get “leggy” or straggly.  Put them in a sheltered sunny 
spot (pot on if necessary) to grow on until the threat of frost passes – usually around mid-October in the 
southern highlands.  They can then be planted out in their final position in the garden bed.  And for those 
handy persons:  A detailed plans for hotbed construction and heating (PDF) 

HAPPY SPRING SEED RAISING!!! 

Adding seed to our LSN 
We would like to increase the number of varieties suitable to our area. We all have unused/partly used 
packets of commercial seeds in our seed stashes and in time, these can be valuable additions to the seed 
bank.  

However, rather than swamp us with your spare seed or seed from a new variety that you have 
developed, we would appreciate it if you would grow it for 3 years to ensure that it will grow in our 
area and that it grows true to type before donating it to the seed bank. 


